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Abstract
Since deep neural networks were developed, they have made huge contributions to peoples
everyday lives. Machine learning provides more rational advice than humans are capable
of in almost every aspect of daily life. However, despite this achievement, the design and
training of neural networks are still challenging and unpredictable procedures that have
been alleged to be alchemy. To lower the technical thresholds for common users, automated
hyper-parameter optimization (HPO) has become a popular topic in both academic and
industrial areas. This paper provides a review of the most essential topics on HPO. The
first section introduces the key hyper-parameters related to model training and structure,
and discusses their importance and methods to define the value range. Then, the research
focuses on major optimization algorithms and their applicability, covering their efficiency
and accuracy especially for deep learning networks. This study next reviews major services
and tool-kits for HPO, comparing their support for state-of-the-art searching algorithms,
feasibility with major deep-learning frameworks, and extensibility for new modules designed
by users. The paper concludes with problems that exist when HPO is applied to deep
learning, a comparison between optimization algorithms, and prominent approaches for
model evaluation with limited computational resources.
Keywords: Hyper-parameter, auto-tuning, deep neural network
1. Introduction
In the past several years, neural network techniques have become ubiquitous and influ-
ential in both research and commercial applications. In the past 10 years, neural networks
have shown impressive results in image classification (Szegedy et al., 2016; He et al., 2016),
objective detection (Girshick, 2015; Redmon et al., 2016), natural language understand-
ing (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Vaswani et al., 2017), and industrial control sys-
tems (Abbeel, 2016; Hammond, 2017).However, neural networks are efficient in applications
but inefficient when obtaining a model. It is thought to be a brute force method because a
network is initialized with a random status and trained to an accurate model with an ex-
tremely large dataset. Moreover, researchers must dedicate their efforts to carefully coping
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with model design, algorithm design, and corresponding hyper-parameter selection, which
means that the application of neural networks comes at a great price. Based on experience is
generally the most widely used method, which means a practicable set of hyper-parameters
requires researchers to have experience in training neural networks. However, the credibil-
ity of empirical values is weakened because of the lack of logical reasoning. In addition,
experiences generally provide workable instead of optimal hyper-parameter sets.
The no free lunch theorem suggests that the computational cost for any optimiza-
tion problem is the same for all problems and no solution offers a shortcut (Wolpert and
Macready, 1997; Igel, 2014).A feasible alternative for computational resources is the pre-
liminary knowledge of experts, which is efficient in selecting influential parameters and
narrowing down the search space. To save the rare resource of experts experience, auto-
mated machine learning (AutoML) has been proposed as a burgeoning technology to design
and train neural networks automatically, at the cost of computational resources (Feurer
et al., 2015; Katz et al., 2016; Bello et al., 2017; Zoph and Le, 2016; Jin et al., 2018).Hyper-
parameter optimization (HPO) is an important component of AutoML in searching for
optimum hyper-parameters for neural network structures and the model training process.
Hyper-parameter refers to parameters that cannot be updated during the training of
machine learning. They can be involved in building the structure of the model, such as
the number of hidden layers and the activation function, or in determining the efficiency
and accuracy of model training, such as the learning rate (LR) of stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD), batch size, and optimizer (hyp).The history of HPO dates back to the early
1990s (Ripley, 1993; King et al., 1995),and the method is widely applied for neural net-
works with the increasing use of machine learning. HPO can be viewed as the final step of
model design and the first step of training a neural network. Considering the influence of
hyper-parameters on training accuracy and speed, they must carefully be configured with
experience before the training process begins (Rodriguez, 2018). The process of HPO auto-
matically optimizes the hyper-parameters of a machine learning model to remove humans
from the loop of a machine learning system. As a trade of human efforts, HPO demands
a large amount of computational resources, especially when several hyper-parameters are
optimized together. The questions of how to utilize computational resources and design an
efficient search space have resulted in various studies on HPO on algorithms and toolkits.
Conceptually, HPOs purposes are threefold (Feurer and Hutter, 2019): to reduce the costly
menial work of artificial intelligence (AI) experts and lower the threshold of research and
development; to improve the accuracy and efficiency of neural network training (Melis et al.,
2017); and to make the choice of hyper-parameter set more convincing and the training re-
sults more reproducible (Bergstra et al., 2013).
In recent years, HPO has become increasingly necessary because of two rising trends
in the development of deep learning models. The first trend is the upscaling of neural
networks for enhanced accuracy (Tan and Le, 2019).Empirical studies have indicated that
in most cases, more complex machine learning models with deeper and wider layers work
better than do those with simple structures (He et al., 2016; Zagoruyko and Komodakis,
2016; Huang et al., 2019).The second trend is to design a tricky lightweight model to pro-
vide satisfying accuracy with fewer weights and parameters (Ma et al., 2018; Sandler et al.,
2018; Tan et al., 2019). In this case, it is more difficult to adapt empirical values because
of the stricter choices of hyper-parameters. Hyper-parameter tuning plays an essential role
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in both cases: a model with a complex structure indicates more hyper-parameters to tune,
and a model with a carefully designed structure implies that every hyper-parameter must
be tuned to a strict range to reproduce the accuracy. For a widely used model, tuning its
hyper-parameters by hand is possible because the ability to tune by hand depends on ex-
perience and researchers can always borrow knowledge from previous works. This is similar
for models at a small scale. However, for a larger model or newly published models, the
wide range of hyper-parameter choices requires a great deal of menial work by researchers,
as well as much time and computational resources for trial and error.
In addition to research, the industrial application of deep learning is a crucial practice in
automobiles, manufacturing, and digital assistants. However, even for trained professional
researchers, it is still no easy task to explore and implement a favorable model to solve
specific problems. Users with less experience have substantial needs for suggested hyper-
parameters and ready-to-use HPO tools. Motivated by both academic needs and practical
application, automated hyper-parameter tuning services (Golovin et al., 2017; Amazon,
2018)and toolkits (Liaw et al., 2018; Microsoft, 2018)provide a solution to the limitation of
manual deep learning designs.
This study is motivated by the prosperous demand for design and training deep learning
network in industry and research. The difficulty in selecting proper parameters for different
tasks makes it necessary to summarize existing algorithms and tools. The objective of this
research is to conduct a survey on feasible algorithms for HPO, make a comparison on lead-
ing tools for HPO tasks, and propose challenges on HPO tasks on deep learning networks.
Thus, this remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 begins with a dis-
cussion of key hyper-parameters for building and training neural networks, including their
influence on models, potential search spaces, and empirical values or schedules based on pre-
vious experience. Section 3 focuses on widely used algorithms in hyper-parameter searching,
and these approaches are categorized into searching algorithms and trial schedulers. This
section also evaluates the efficiency and applicability of these algorithms for different ma-
chine learning models. Section 4 provides an overview of mainstream HPO toolkits and
services, compares their pros and cons, and presents some practical and implementation de-
tails. Section 5 more comprehensively compares existing HPO methods and highlights the
efficient methods of model evaluation, and finally, Section 6 provides the studys conclusions.
The contribution of this study is summarized as follows:
- Hyper-parameters are systematically categorized into structure-related and training-
related. The discussion of their importance and empirical strategies are helpful to
determine which hyper-parameters are involved in HPO.
- HPO algorithms are analyzed and compared in detail, according to their accuracy,
efficiency and scope of application. The analysis on previous studies is not only
committed to include state-of-the-art algorithms, but also to clarify limitations on
certain scenarios.
- By comparing HPO toolkits, this study gives insights of the design of close-sourced
libraries and open-sourced services, and clarifies the targeted users for each of them.
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- The potential research direction regarding to existing problems are suggested on al-
gorithms, applications and techniques.
2. Major Hyper-Parameters and Search Space
Considering the computational resources required, hyper-parameters with greater im-
portance receive preferential treatment in the process of HPO. Hyper-parameters with a
stronger effect on weights during training are more influential for neural network train-
ing (Ng, 2017). It is difficult to quantitatively determine which of the hyper-parameters
are the most significant for final accuracy. In general, there are more studies on those with
higher importance, and their importance has been decided by previous experience.
Hyper-parameters can be categorized into two groups: those used for training and those
used for model design. A proper choice of hyper-parameters related to model training al-
lows neural networks to learn faster and achieve enhanced performance. Currently, the most
adopted optimizer for training a deep neural network is stochastic gradient descent (Rob-
bins and Monro, 1951) with momentum (Qian, 1999) as well as its variants such as Ada-
Grad (Duchi et al., 2011), RMSprop (Hinton et al., 2012a), and Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014). In addition to the choice of optimizer, corresponding hyper-parameters (e.g., mo-
mentum) are critical for certain networks. During the training process, batch size and LR
draw the most attention because they determine the speed of convergence, the tuning of
which should always be ensured. Hyper-parameters for model design are more related to
the structure of neural networks, the most typical example being the number of hidden
layers and width of layers. These hyper-parameters usually measure the models learning
capacity, which is determined by the complexity of function (Agrawal, 2018).
This section provides an in-depth discussion on hyper-parameters of great importance
for model structures and training, as well as introduce their effect in models and provide
suggested values or schedules.
2.1 Learning Rate
LR is a positive scalar that determines the length of step during SGD (Goodfellow
et al., 2016). In most cases, the LR must be manually adjusted during model training,
and this adjustment is often necessary for enhanced accuracy (Bengio, 2012).An alternative
choice of fixed LR is a varied LR over the training process. This method is referred to as
the LR schedule or LR decay (Goodfellow et al., 2016). Adaptive LR can be adjusted in
response to the performance or structure of the model, and it is supported by a learning
algorithm (Smith, 2017; Brownlee, 2019).
Constant LR, as the simplest schedule, is often set as the default by deep learning
frameworks (e.g., Keras). It is an important but tricky task to determine a good value
for LR. With a proper constant LR, the network is able to be trained to a passable but
unsatisfactory accuracy because the initial value could always be overlarge, especially in
the final few steps. A small improvement based on the constant value is to set an initial
rate as 0.1, for example, adjusting to 0.01 when the accuracy is saturated, and to 0.001 if
necessary (nachiket tanksale, 2018).
Linear LR decay is a common choice for researchers who wish to set a schedule. It
changes gradually during the training process based on time or step. The basic mathematical
4
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Figure 1: Linear decay of learning rate with time-based (left) and drop-based (right) sched-
ules
function of linear decay is
lr =
lr0
1 + kt
where lr0 and k are hyper-parameters for linear learning decay, indicating the initial LR
and decay rate. A typical choice of t could be training time or number for self-iteration.
If t is training time, the schedule of LR is a continuous change, as shown in Figure 1. If t
stands for the number of iterations, the LR drops every few iterations. A typical choice is
to drop the LR by half every 10 epochs (Lau, 2017) by 0.1 every 20 epochs (Li et al., 2015).
This has the following mathematical form:
lr =
lr0
1 + deacay ∗ selfiteration
Compared with LR itself, the deep learning model is less sensitive to lr0 and k.
Exponential decay is another widely used schedule (Li et al., 2015).Compared with
linear decay, an exponential schedule provides a more drastic decay at the beginning and
a gentle decay when approaching convergence (Figure 2). The basic mathematical form of
exponential decay is as follows:
lr = lr0 · exp(−kt)
where lr0 and k are hyper-parameters for exponential learning decay. Similar to linear
decay, t could be the number of self-iterations or epochs. If the number of epochs is used,
the LR can be expressed with a similar form:
lr = lr0 · floor
epoch
epochsdrop
In addition to the initial LR and epoch drop rate, floor is another hyper-parameter.
Generally, the LR is set to drop every 10 epochs (epochsdrop=10) by half (floor=0.5),but
these can be decided by the model. EfficientNet (Tan and Le, 2019) uses an exponential
schedule when trained with ImageNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). Its choice for lr0, floor and
epochsdrop are too tricky to be designed purely by hand. For example, the LR is updated
5
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Figure 2: Exponential decay of learning rate
every 2.4 epochs (epochsdrop=2.4) by 0.97 (floor=0.97). Automatic hyper-parameter tun-
ing is supposed to be applied in this case.
A typical LR schedule may encounter some challenges when applied to a certain model.
One problem is that users must determine all hyper-parameters in the schedule in advance
of training, which is a task that depends on experience. Another problem is that in the
abovementioned schedules, the LR only varies with time or steps, and the same value is
applied for all layers in a model. The first problem is typically solved with automated HPO
or the cyclical LR method (Smith, 2017). The LR is updated in a triangle rule within a
certain bound value, and the bound value is decayed in a certain cyclic schedule (Figure 3).
Regarding the second problem, this study (You et al., 2017) suggested an algorithm
Figure 3: Learning rate decay in a cyclic schedule (source:
https://github.com/bckenstler/CLR)
based on layer-wise adaptive rate scaling (LARS). In their study, every layer had a local
LR related to its weight and gradient. Users decide how to adjust the LR according to the
layers and related hyper-parameters.
In reality, selecting the optimal LR or its optimum schedule is a challenge. A small
LR leads to slow convergence, whereas a large LR may prevent the model from converging
(Figure 4). The LR schedule must be adjusted according to the optimizer algorithm (Lau,
2017). If the LR schedule must be determined in advance, it is recommended to simultane-
ously tune the hyper-parameters of the LR schedule and corresponding optimizers.
The choice of LR varies with specific tasks, but generally some tips exist that are based
6
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Figure 4: Effect of learning rate (adapted figure from: https://www.jeremyjordan.me/nn-
learning-rate/)
on our experience. They can be viewed as a general rule for hyper-parameter tuning.
- In practice, it is difficult to decide the importance of a hyper-parameter if one has
no experience of it. A sensitivity test is suggested (Hamby, 1994; Breierova and
Choudhari, 1996) to ensure the influence of a certain hyper-parameter.
- Initial values of hyper-parameters are influential and must be carefully determined.
The initial LR could be a comparatively large value because it will decay during
training. In the early stage of training, a large LR will lead to fast convergence with
fewer risks (Figure 4)
- Use log scale to update the LR. Thus, exponential decay could be a better choice. An
exponential schedule could be applicable for many other tuning hyper-parameters,
such as momentum and weight decay.
- Try more schedules. Exponential decay is not always the best choice; it depends on
the model and dataset.
2.2 Optimizer
Optimizers, or optimization algorithms, play a critical role in improving accuracy and
training speed. Hyper-parameters related to optimizers include the choice of optimizer,
mini-batch size, momentum, and beta. Selecting an appropriate optimizer is a tricky task.
This section discusses the most widely adopted optimizers (mini-batch gradient descent,
RMSprop, and Adam), related hyper-parameters, and suggested values.
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Figure 5: (a) SGD without momentum; (b) SGD with momentum (Source:
https://www.willamette.edu/ gorr/classes/cs449/momrate.html)
The aim of mini-batch gradient descent (Li et al., 2014)is to solve the following two prob-
lems. Compared with vanilla gradient descent (Li et al., 2015),mini-batch gradient descent
(mini-batch GD) accelerates the training process, especially on a large dataset. Compared
with SGD with a mini-batch size of 1, mini-batch GD reduces the noise and increases the
probability of convergence (Ng, 2017).Mini-batch size is a hyper-parameter, and the value is
highly related to the memory of the computation unit. Its value is suggested to be a power
of 2 because of the access of CPU/GPU memory. The model runs faster if a power of 2 is
used as the mini-batch size, and 32 could be a good default value (Bengio, 2012; Masters
and Luschi, 2018). The maximum mini-batch size fitting in CPU/GPU memory. With a
constant LR, researchers may find that their model oscillates within a small range but does
not exactly converge in the last few steps (Figure 4). An opinion exists that for enhanced
accuracy, mini-batch size and LR could be re-optimized after other hyper-parameters are
fixed (Masters and Luschi, 2018). Vanilla mini-batch GD without momentum may take
longer than some more recent optimizers, and the convergence relies on a robust initial
value and LR. As the foundation of more advanced optimization algorithms, mini-batch
GD is still used but not widely in recent publications (Ruder, 2016).
An improved method for solving the problem of oscillation and convergence speed is
SGD with momentum (Loizou and Richta´rik, 2017). The momentum method (Qian, 1999)
accelerates the standard SGD by calculating the exponentially weighted averages for gradi-
ents (Figure 5). Furthermore, it helps the cost function go in the correct direction through
adding a fraction beta of the update vector:
vdw = βvdw + (1− β)dw
w = w − lr ∗ vdw
where w indicates the weight. Here, momentum β is also a hyper-parameter. The momen-
tum term is usually set as 0.9, or 0.99 or 0.999 if necessary. This reduces the oscillation
by strengthening the update in the same direction and decreasing the change in different
directions (Sutskever et al., 2013).
Root mean square prop (RMSprop) is one of the most widely used optimizers in the
training of deep neural networks (Karpathy et al., 2016). RMSprop accelerates the gradi-
ent descent in a manner similar to Adagrad and Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012), but it exhibits
superior performance when steps become smaller. It can be considered the development
of Rprop (Igel and Hu¨sken, 2000) for mini-batch weight update. In RMSprop, the LR
8
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Figure 6: Comparison of SGD (orange) and RMSprop (green) for optimization
is adapted by dividing by the root of the squared gradient. Compared with the original
GD, RMSprop slows the vertical oscillation and accelerates the horizontal movement from
a much larger LR (Bushaev, 2018), and it is implemented as follows. RMSprop uses expo-
nential weighted averages of the squares instead of directly using dw and db:
Sdw = βSdw + (1− β)dw2
Sdb = βSdb + (1− β)db2
w = w − lr ∗ dw
sqrt(Sdw)
where β is the moving average parameter, suggested as 0.9 (Hinton et al., 2012a). Sdw is
relatively small and thus dw is divided by a relatively small number, whereas Sdb is rela-
tively large and thus db s divided by a larger number. In this way, RMSprop endures a
slower movement in the bias direction (vertical) and a faster move in the weight direction
(horizontal; Figure 6).
Adaptive momentum estimation (Adam) also achieves good results quickly on most
neural network architectures. As a combination of GD with momentum and RMSprop,
Adam adds bias-correction and momentum to RMSprop, enabling it to slightly outperform
RMSprop in the late stage of optimization. It calculates the exponential weighted average
as well as squares of past gradients. Parameters β1 and β2 control the decay rate as shown
below. Moreover, Adam retains an exponential decaying average of past gradients. Its re-
quirement for memory is in the middle of GD with momentum and RMSprop. In practice,
Adam is suggested as the default optimization algorithm for deep learning training (Karpa-
thy et al., 2016). It has more hyper-parameters compared with other optimizers, but works
well with little tuning of hyper-parameters except for LR.
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vdw and vdb are updated as with GD with momentum:
vdw = β1vdw + (1− β1)dw
vdb = β1vdb + (1− β1)db
Sdw and Sdb are updated as with RMSprop:
Sdw = β2Sdw + (1− β2)dw2
Sdb = β2Sdb + (1− β2)db2
The biases are corrected as follows:
vcorrecteddw = vdw + (1− βt1)
vcorrecteddb = vdb + (1− βt1)
Scorrecteddw = Sdw + (1− βtw)
weights w and biases b are updated as follows:
w = w − lr ∗ v
corrected
dw
sqrt(Scorrecteddw + )
b = b− lr ∗ v
corrected
db
sqrt(Scorrecteddb + )
For the adjustment of LR, the previous section can be referred to, and it is reasonable
to start from 0.001. β1 is the parameter of momentum, with a suggested value of 0.9; β2
is the parameter of RMSprop, with a suggested value of 0.999;  here is used to avoid di-
viding by 0; and 10−8 is the default value. The default configurations are suitable for most
problems, and therefore Adam is relatively easy to apply (Brownlee, 2017). The suggested
values are adapted by most deep learning frameworks, including TensorFlow (Abadi et al.,
2016), Keras (Chollet, 2018), Caffe (Jia et al., 2014), MxNet (Chen et al., 2015), and Py-
Torch (Paszke et al., 2019).
Generally, optimization algorithms must be adjusted along with the LR schedule. Most
hyper-parameters for neural network training are highly related to optimizers and LR. RM-
Sprop and Adam can be applied in similar situations. In most cases, Adam can act as
the default optimizer (Ruder, 2016) because it is a more reliable improvement based on
RMSprop. If Adam is used as the optimizer, LR must be adjusted accordingly, whereas
default values are sufficient for most other hyper-parameters. Compared with RMSprop
and Adam, SGD with momentum may require more time to find the optimum.
The abovementioned subsections discussed the most critical hyper-parameters related
to model training. According to lecture notes of Ng (2017), the importance of hyper-
parameters are listed as follows:
- LR, as in our discussion above.
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- Momentum beta, for RMSprop etc.
- Mini-batch size, as in our discussion above, which is critical for all mini-batch GD.
- Number of hidden layers, which is a hyper-parameter related to model structure.
- LR decay, as in our discussion above.
- Regularization lambda, which is used to reduce variance and avoid overfitting.
- Activation functions, which is used to add nonlinear elements.
- Adam β1, β2 and , as in our discussion above.
We can notice that hyper-parameters included in the list are not only related to training,
but also determine the structure of model. , And therefore in the next section, we only talk
about the number of hidden layers, regularization lambda, and activation function.
2.3 Model Design-Related Hyper-Parameters
The number of hidden layers(d) is a critical parameter for determining the overall struc-
ture of neural networks, which has a direct influence on the final output (Hinton et al., 2006).
Deep learning networks with more layers are likely to obtain more complex features and
relatively higher accuracy. Upscaling the neural network by adding more layers is a regular
method of achieving better results. In this way, a baseline structure is repeated to increase
the receptive field. For example, users can choose ResNet-18 to ResNet-200 according to
their need for accuracy (He et al., 2016). This study (Tan and Le, 2019) created a series of
neural networks with sets of depth and width hyper-parameters, obtaining high accuracy
with low computational resources and a limited number of parameters.
The number of neurons in each layer(w) must also be carefully considered. Too few neu-
rons in the hidden layers may cause underfitting because the model lacks complexity (Op-
permann, 2019). By contrast, too many neurons may result in overfitting and increase the
training time. The suggestions (Heaton) could be a good start for tuning the number of
neurons:
winput < w < woutput
w =
2
3
winput + woutput
w < 2woutput
where winput is the number of neurons for the input layer, and woutput is the number of
neurons for the output layer.
In contrast to adding layers or neurons in each layer, regularization is applied to re-
duce the complexity of neural network models, especially those with insufficient training
data. Overfitting usually occurs in complex neural networks with many layers and neurons,
and the complexity can be reduced using regularization methods. A regularization term
is added to avoid overfitting and address feature selections. The general expression of the
11
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L1 L2
Penalizes the sum of the absolute value of weights Penalizes the sum of square weights
Sparse solution Nonsparse solution
Multiple solution One solution
Built-in feature selection No feature selection
Robust to outliers Not robust to outliers
Unable to learn complex patterns Able to learn complex data patterns
Table 1: Comparison between L1 and L2
regularization term is as follows (Ng, 2004):
cost = lossfunction+ regularizationterm
The L1 term uses the sum of absolute values of weights. The regression model used for
L1 regularization is also called Lasso Regression or L1 norm:
w∗ =
N∑
i=0
(yi −
M∑
j=0
xijWj)
2 + λ
M∑
j=0
|Wj |
The L2 term uses the sum of least square values of weights. The regression model used
for L2 regularization is also called Ridge Regression or L2 norm:
w∗ =
N∑
i=0
(yi −
M∑
j=0
xijWj)
2 + λ
M∑
j=0
W 2j
where λ is the regularization hyper-parameter. An overlarge λ will oversimplify the
structure of the deep learning network because some weights are close to zero, whereas an
undersized λ is not strong enough to reduce weights. In practice, L2 regularization is more
widely used, mainly because of its computational efficiency; however, L1 regularization pre-
vails over L2 on sparse properties (Yan, 2016). Models generated using L1 norm are simpler
and interpretable, while L2 provides superior predictions. L1 and L2 have pros and cons,
as shown in Table 1 adapted from (Khandelwal, 2018).
In addition to the abovementioned methods, data augmentation (Wang and Perez,
2017) and dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) are commonly used regularization techniques.
Data augmentation is the most straightforward, especially for image classification and ob-
ject detection. The data augmentation method creates and adds fake data to the training
dataset to avoid overfitting. Operations including image transformation, cropping, flipping,
color adjustment, and image rotation can improve the generalization in different cases (De-
Vries and Taylor, 2017). For documentation recognition (LeCun et al., 1998), several trans-
formations for enhanced model accuracy and robustness are mainly applied. For character
recoginition task (Bengio et al., 2011) image transformations and occlusions for their hand-
written characters were combined.
Dropout is a technique used to select neurons randomly with a given probability that
are not used during training, which makes the network less sensitive to the specific weights
12
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Figure 7: Comparison of a neural network before and after dropout is applied (Srivastava
et al., 2014)
of neurons (Hinton et al., 2012b). As a result, the simplified version of a neuron network
can reduce overfitting (Figure 7). The probability of neuron deactivation applied for each
weight-updated step is suggested to be around 20%-50%. An overlarge dropout rate will
over-simplify the model, whereas a small value will have little effect. In addition, a larger
LR with decay and a larger momentum are suggested because fewer neurons updated with
dropout requires more update for each batch (Brownlee, 2016).
Activation functions are crucial in deep learning for introducing nonlinear properties to
the output of neurons. Without an activation function, a neural network will simply be a
linear regression model that is unable to represent complicated features of data. Activation
functions should be differentiable to compute the gradients of weight and perform back-
propagation(Walia, 2017). The most popular and widely used activation functions include
sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent (tanh), rectified linear units (ReLU) (Nair and Hinton, 2010),
Maxout (Goodfellow et al., 2013), and Swish (Ramachandran et al., 2017a). Automatic
search techniques have been applied in search of proper activation functions, including the
structure of functions and related hyper-parameters (Ramachandran et al., 2017b).
Sigmoid functions are the most frequently used activation layer with a form of f(x) =
1
1+e−x . The output of a sigmoid function is always between 0 and 1 (Figure 8a) when nega-
tive infinite to positive infinite are encountered, and thus it will not blow up the activation.
They provide nonlinearity and make clear distinctions, but in the past few years they have
fallen out of popularity because of some major disadvantages. With sigmoid function, one
finds that the output f(x) responds very little to the input x, which gives rise to the vanish-
ing gradient problem (Wang, 2019). This may not be a big problem for networks with a few
layers, but it causes weights that are too small when more layers are required in a network.
Another problem is it not being zero-centered, which means the average of data lies on the
13
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Figure 8: Comparison of activation functions: (a) sigmoid; (b) tanh; (c) ReLU; and (d)
Swish
zero. During backpropagation, weights will either be all positive or all negative, making
an undesirable zigzag on weights and making optimization more difficult. Softmax is a
function similar to a sigmoid function with each input within (0, 1). The major difference
is that a sigmoid function is applied for binary classification, whereas a softmax function
is for a multinomial classification. With j classes, the predicted probability of ith class is
as f(xi) =
exp(xi)∑
jexp(xi)
. In addition, softmax function allows a probabilistic interpretation.
With the softmax function, a high input value results in a higher probability than others,
and the sum of probabilities will be 1. Whereas with the sigmoid function, a high value
will lead to the high probability as well, but not the higher probability, and the sum of
probabilities is not necessarily to be 1. While creating neural networks, sigmoid function is
used as activation function, and softmax function is usually used in output layers.
Hyperbolic tangent (tanh) is in a form of f(x) = 1−e
−2x
1+e−2x . It is zero-centered and
the output ranges between minus one and one (Figure 8b). It is in a similar structure to
a Sigmoid function but with a steeper derivative. Tanh is more efficient than a Sigmoid
function and has a wider range for faster learning and grading (Kizrak, 2019), but it still
has the problem of vanishing gradients. Sigmoid and tanh cannot be applied for networks
with many layers.
In recent years, ReLU has become the most widely used activation function (Agarap,
2018). More advanced activation functions have arisen but ReLU and its variants (e.g.,
leaky ReLU, PReLU, ElU, and SeLU) are still the most typical and popular methods (Fig-
ure 8c).
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f(x) =
{
0, x ≤ 0
x, x > 0
ReLU is mathematically simple and solves the problem of vanishing gradients. Com-
pared with sigmoid and tanh, ReLU does not covert almost all neurons to be activated
in a similar way, and it is great for multi-layer networks. However, ReLU has two major
problems: the first is that its range is from zero to infinite, which means that it can blow up
the activation, and the second is its sparsity. For a negative x, ReLU yields some weights
to 0 and will never activate at any data point again (Lu et al., 2019). To solve the second
problem, leaky ReLU was proposed, which uses a very small slope (e.g., 0.01 x) for a nega-
tive x to keep the update alive. Despite these problems, ReLU is suggested to be used by
researchers who have little knowledge about their tasks or activation functions because it
involves highly simple mathematical operations. For deep learning networks, ReLU could
be the default choice in terms of ease and speed. If the problem of vanishing gradients
occurs, leaky ReLU could be the alternative.
Maxout activation is a generalization of ReLU and leaky ReLU, and is defined as
fi(x) = maxzij , zij = x
TW...ij + bij ,W ∈ Rd×m×k. It is actually a layer where the
activation is the max of input. Maxout activation is a learnable activation function fixing
all problems with ReLU, and it often works in combination with dropout. However, it
doubles the total number of parameters because each neuron has an addition weight and
bias.
Swish was proposed by Google Brain as a competitor of ReLU. It is defined as f(x) =
x · sigmoid(x) = x
1+e−x (Figure 8d), the multiplication of input x and sigmoid function of
x. Swish has been claimed to outperform ReLU with similar simple calculations, but it is
not as popular as ReLU. It has similar shape to ReLU, with bounded below and unbounded
above. For a negative large x, Swish yields it into zero, whereas the values for a small
negative x are captured. In addition, Swish is a smooth curve and thus it is more favorable
if a smooth landscape is required.
3. Search Algorithms and Trial Schedulers on Hyper-Parameter
Optimization
HPO is a problem with a long history, but it has recently become popular for the ap-
plication of deep learning networks. The general philosophy remains the same: determine
which hyper-parameters to tune and their search space, adjust them from coarse to fine,
evaluate the performance of the model with different parameter sets, and determine the op-
timal combination (Strauss, 2007). This present study discusses the optimization methods
for the second and third step: how to adjust hyper-parameters and how to evaluate the
models performance.
For deep learning networks, the choice of hyper-parameters influences both the structure
of the network (e.g., the number of hidden layers) and training accuracy (e.g., LR). The
hyper-parameters could be integers, floating points, categorical data, or binary data, with
a distribution of the search space. Mathematically, HPO is a process of finding a set of
hyper-parameters to achieve minimum loss or maximum accuracy of an objective network.
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The objective function is described as follows (Feurer and Hutter, 2019):
λ∗ = argmin or argmaxE(Dtrain,Dvalid)∼DV (L,Aλ, Dtrain, Dvalid)
To maximize or minimize the V function using algorithmAλ applied for hyper-parameters,
the model is trained with dataset Dtrain and validated with dataset Dvalid.
The state-of-the-art algorithms for HPO can be classified into two categories: search
algorithms and trial schedulers. In general, search algorithms are applied for sampling
whereas trial schedulers mainly deal with the early stopping methods for model evaluation.
This section first discusses popular search algorithms followed by state-of-the-art early stop-
ping strategies.
3.1 Search Algorithms
3.1.1 Grid Search
Grid search is a basic method for HPO. It performs an exhaustive search on the hyper-
parameter set specified by users. Users must have some preliminary knowledge on these
hyper-parameters because it is they who generate all candidates. Grid search is applicable
for several hyper-parameters with limited search space.
Grid search is the most straightforward search algorithm that leads to the most accu-
rate predictionsas long as sufficient resources are given, the user can always find the optimal
combination (Joseph, 2018). It is easy to run grid search in parallel because every trial runs
individually without the influence of time sequence. Results for one trial are independent of
those from other trials. Computational resources can be allocated in a highly flexible manner
(Figure 9). However, grid search suffers from the curse of dimensionality because the con-
sumption of computational resources increases exponentially when more hyper-parameters
are awaiting tuning. Of course, methods exist for dimensionality reduction (e.g., PCA), but
any method comes with a cost on the robustness of the model (Yiu, 2019). In addition, a
limited sampling range is acceptable for grid search because too many configurations are
not desirable. In practice, grid search is almost only preferable when users have enough
experience of these hyper-parameters to enable the definition of a narrow search space and
no more than three hyper-parameters need to be tuned simultaneously.
Although other search algorithms may have more favorable features, grid search is still
the most widely used method because of its mathematical simplicity (Bergstra and Bengio,
2012).
3.1.2 Random Search
Random search (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) is a basic improvement on grid search. It
indicates a randomized search over hyper-parameters from certain distributions over pos-
sible parameter values. The searching process continues till the predetermined budget is
exhausted, or until the desired accuracy is reached. Random search is similar to grid search
but has been proven to create better results because of the following two benefits (Mal-
adkar, 2018): first, a budget can be assigned independently according to the distribution
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Figure 9: Grid search on dropout rate and learning rate in a parallel concurrent execu-
tion (Harrington, 2018)
of search space, whereas in grid search the budget for each hyper-parameter set is a fixed
value B1/N , Where B is the total budget and N is the number of hyper-parameters. There-
fore, random search may perform better especially when some hyper-parameters are not
uniformly distributed. In this search pattern, random search is comparatively more likely
to find the optimal configuration than grid search (Figure 10). Second, although obtaining
the optimum using random search is not promising, it is quite certain that greater time
consumption will lead to a larger probability of finding the best hyper-parameter set. This
logic is known as Monte Carlo techniques, which is popular when deal with large volume
datasets in multi-dimensional deep learning scenarios (Harrison, 2010). By contrast, for
grid search, a longer search time cannot guarantee better results. Easy parallelization and
flexible resource allocation are also dominant advantages of random search (Krivulin et al.,
2005).
In most cases, random search is more effective than grid search, but it is still a com-
putationally intensive method. The use of random search is suggested in the early stage of
HPO to rapidly narrow down the search space, before using a guided algorithm to obtain
a finer result (from a coarse to fine sampling scheme) (Ng, 2017). Random search is often
applied as the baseline of HPO to measure the efficiency of newly designed algorithms.
Random search generally takes more time and computational resources than other guided
search methods.
3.1.3 Bayesian Optimization and Its Variants
Bayesian optimization (BO) is a traditional algorithm with decades of history. It was
raised by Mockus (Mocˇkus, 1975; Mockus et al., 1978), and later became popular when it
was applied to the global optimization problem (Jones et al., 1998). BO is a typical method
for almost all types of global optimization, and is aimed at becoming less wrong with more
data (Koehrsen, 2018). It is a sequential model-based method aimed at finding the global
optimum with the minimum number of trials. It balances exploration and exploitation (Sil-
ver, 2014) to avoid trapping into the local optimum. Exploitation is the process of making
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Figure 10: Layout comparison between grid search and random search (Bergstra and Ben-
gio, 2012)
Figure 11: Exploration-oriented (left) and exploitation-oriented Bayesian optimization
(right); the shade indicates uncertainty.
the best decision based on current information (Figure 11, right), whereas with exploration,
the model will collect more information (Figure 11, left). BO outperforms random search
and grid search in two aspects: the first is that users are not required to possess preliminary
knowledge of the distribution of hyper-parameters, and the second is posterior probability,
which is the core idea of BO. The process of BO is described as follows: a probability surro-
gate model of objectives is built, and then every attempt is made based on the assessment
of previous trials, and furthermore, the probability model is updated for the next trial until
the most promising hyper-parameter set is chosen. Compared with grid search and random
search, BO is more computationally efficient with fewer attempts required to find the best
hyper-parameter set, in particular, especially when very costly objective functions are en-
countered. BO has another remarkable advantage over grid search and random searchit is
applicable regardless of whether the objective function is stochastic or discrete, or convex
or nonconvex.
This subsection presents a basic overview of the Bayesian algorithm, describes the
variants based on BO, and discusses its recent applications in deep learning.
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BO consists of two key ingredients: a Bayesian probability surrogate model to model
the objective function, and an acquisition function to determine the next sampling point.
The algorithms process can be described as follows: (1) build a prior distribution of the
surrogate model; (2) obtain the hyper-parameter set that performs best on the surrogate
model; (3) compute the acquisition function with the current surrogate model; (4) apply
the hyper-parameter set to the objective function; and (5) update the surrogate model with
new results. Steps 25 are repeated until the optimal configuration is found or the resource
limit is reached (Brecque, 2018).
The first ingredient the surrogate model could be a specific analytic function or non-
parametric model. The prior distribution describes the hypothesis on objective function,
and the posterior distribution is fitted based on observational data thus far. The second in-
gredient the acquisition function plays a role in balancing exploration and exploitation. It
ideally minimizes the loss function to select the optimal candidate points. Many probability
models could be used in the BO algorithm (Eggensperger et al., 2013), but Gaussian pro-
cess (GP) (Rasmussen, 2003) is overwhelmingly the most widely used. Various acquisition
functions have been proposed in previous studies, including the probability of improve-
ment (Kushner, 1964), GP upper confidence bound (GP-UCB) (Lai and Robbins, 1985;
Srinivas et al., 2009), predictive entropy search (Herna´ndez-Lobato et al., 2014), and even
a portfolio containing multiple acquisition strategies (Hoffman et al., 2011). Among them,
the expected improvement algorithm (Mockus et al., 1978) is definitely the most common
choice. In this study, we only discussed the most popular choice of surrogate model and
acquisition function. A lack of space limits further discussion on this topic; please refer to
the review (Shahriari et al., 2015) for more information.
In BO, GP could be the default choice of surrogate model for objective functions (Fig-
ure 12). It is popular for two reasons: first, as a nonparametric Bayesian statistical method,
GP is a method of obtaining flexible models. For a nonparametric model, the number of
parameters is decided by the dataset size, without the requirement for it to be determined
in advance. Second, GP takes multivariate Gaussian distribution as the prior distribution
to infinite numbers of real-valued variables. In this stochastic process, any finite subset for
random variables x1, ..., xn ∈ χ follows multivariate Gaussian distribution (Do, 2007):
f(λ) ∼ GP
(
µ(λ), k(λ, λ′)
)
where µ(·) is the mean vector,
µ(λ) = E[x] =
 µ(x1)...
µ(xn)

and k(·, ·′) is the covariance function,
k(λ, λ′) = E
[(
x− µ(x)
)(
x′ − µ(x′)
)]
=
 k(x1, x1) . . . k(x1, xm)... . . . ...
k(xm, x1) . . . k(xm, xm)

for any x, x′ ∈ X. Similar to a Gaussian distribution defined by mean and covariance, a
Gaussian process is a high-dimensional multivariate Gaussian defined with the mean vec-
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Figure 12: Gaussian process with 29 samplings
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tor and covariance matrix. The mean function controls the smoothness and amplitude of
samples while the choice of covariance function or kernel function k(λ, λ′) determines the
quality of the surrogate model (Rasmussen, 2003). The most commonly used mean func-
tion is µ(λ) = 0, and the most popular kernel is the squared exponential kernel or Gaussian
kernel kSE(x, x
′) = exp(−‖x‖2
2l2
). Mate´rn 5/2 kernel is widely used because of its flexibil-
ity (Duvenaud, 2014) with learnable length scale parameters are common default kernel
functions for many applications (e.g., Spearmint and MOE). Kernel function can be com-
bined in various ways, and thus two or more kernels can be used simultaneously for GP.
Prediction following a normal distribution p(y|x,D) = N(y|µˆ, σˆ2) (Fasshauer and Mc-
Court, 2015) with µ0(x) = 0 has a posterior distribution of
µn(x) = k(x)
T (K + σ2I)−1y
σ2n(x) = k(x, x)− k(x)T (K + σ2I)−1k(x)
When the surrogate model is chosen, posterior distribution at any point could be deter-
mined accordingly by the mean function and kernel function. Mean indicates the expected
results: a larger mean value implies a higher possibility of the optimum option. Kernel
indicates the uncertainty: a larger covariance value implies that exploration is worthwhile.
To avoid becoming trapped into the local optimum, whether choosing the location of the
next sampling point with a larger mean or larger uncertainty is determined using acquisition
functions.
In summary, GP is an attractive surrogate model for BO, which allows for the quan-
tification of uncertainty in predictions. It is a nonparametric model and its number of
parameters only depends on the input points. With a proper kernel function, GP is able to
take advantage of the data structure. However, GP also has some drawbacks. For example,
it is conceptually difficult to understand along with the theory of BO. Furthermore, its
poor scalability with high dimensions or large number of data points is another key prob-
lem (Feurer and Hutter, 2019). Most kernels have hyper-parameters that determine the
prior of a Gaussian process. Moreover, the choice of prior highly influences the performance
for a given amount of data. GP itself is a computational resource-consuming process with
the O(N3) computation cost. Computing the kernel matrix costs O(DN3) with O(N2)
memory (Murray, 2016).
Acquisition function is a function of data point x, designed to choose the next sampling
point. Acquisition functions must be carefully selected to trade off exploration over the
search space and exploitation in current areas. The most common choice is the expected
improvement (EI) because of its good performance and ease of use (Frazier, 2018). Its
mathematical format is as follows:
E[I(λ)] = E[max(fmin − y, 0)]
The improvement function is defined as I(x, v, θ) = (v− τ)I. I is larger than zero when
an improvement exists; v is a normally distributed random variable; and τ s the target.
With the function of improvement I, the analytical expression of EI is as follows:
E[I(λ)] = E[I(x, v, θ)] =
(
µn(x)− τ
)
Φ
(µn(x)− τ
θn(x)
)
+ θn(x)φ
(µn(x)− τ
θn(x)
)
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where σn(x) > 0, φ(·) and Φ(·) are the standard normal probability density function and
cumulative standard normal distribution function; and µn(x) is the best observed value
thus far (Jones et al., 1998). In addition to improvement-based policies, knowledge gra-
dient function (Frazier et al., 2009), entropy search function (Hennig and Schuler, 2012),
and predictive entropy search function (Herna´ndez-Lobato et al., 2014) have recently been
developed to enhance performance over different applications. A portfolio with acquisition
functions was also proposed to cope with different strategies. It could be designed based
on the hedge algorithm, using which the acquisition function was chosen with past perfor-
mance (Hoffman et al., 2011). An entropy search portfolio (Shahriari et al., 2014) selects
the acquisition function using the information gained toward optimization.
BO is efficient because it selects the next hyper-parameter set in a guided manner. With
BO, users will make fewer calls to the objective function. For a machine learning model, BO
is more efficient at finding the optimum hyper-parameter compared with grid or random
search. However, there are some downsides of the vanilla Bayesian method. The most promi-
nent problem is that BO is a sequential process in which a trial is proposed using experience
from previous trials. Some solutions have been raised to solve the parallelism problem. A
method was proposed based on the batch input of current results (Ginsbourger et al., 2011).
As GP+EI is the most popular combination for Bayesian optimization, improvements based
on EI (Ginsbourger et al., 2010; Snoek et al., 2012) and GP-UCB (Hutter et al., 2012; De-
sautels et al., 2014) Parallelization on other acquisition functions (e.g. information-based
function) and the combination of BO with other algorithms (Falkner et al., 2018) are also
feasible solutions.
Another drawback of BO is the greater consumption of computational resources com-
pared with grid search and random search. This especially draw our attention when it is
applied to deep learning networks. Memory consumption, training time, and power con-
sumption are problems for training a neural network. Therefore, the search algorithm not
only needs to be fast but also resource-efficient. A straightforward method for solving this
problem is to set a boundary and determine whether a certain trial is still worthy of train-
ing. This boundary could be the loss function or average accuracy in the neural network.
Domhan roposed a predictive termination method that can be combined with the Bayesian
method. This idea can be combined with search algorithms other than BO (Domhan et al.,
2015).Freeze-thaw Bayesian optimization (Swersky et al., 2014) utilizes a forecast curve
to determine whether to freeze a current trial or thaw a previous one. Currently, BO
has been applied for hyper-parameter tuning in deep learning networks, which has led to
achievements in both image classification (Snoek et al., 2015) and natural language pro-
cessing (Melis et al., 2017).
Bayesian methods were originally not applicable for integers, categorical values, or a
conditional search space. However, in reality, hyper-parameters for deep learning could be
in any data type. For vanilla Bayesian, kernel function and optimization process must be
adapted to involve integers (e.g., batch size) and categorical data (Hutter, 2009; Garrido-
Mercha´n and Herna´ndez-Lobato, 2017). Conditional variables may only influence the results
with some other variable taking certain values. This is common in deep learning networks,
for example, hyper-parameters related to certain optimizers. Models with a tree-based struc-
ture have been designed to solve this problem. In addition to GP, random forests (Hutter
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et al., 2011) are another popular type of surrogate model with a structure similar to a
decision tree. Tree-structured Parzen Estimators (Bergstra et al., 2011, 2013) are discussed
in depth in the following subsection.
3.1.4 Tree Parzen Estimators
Tree Parzen Estimators (TPEs), models with a graphic structure that deal with the con-
ditional search space, are an alternative choice for surrogate model. In the regular Bayes
rule, the surrogate model is represented as p(y|λ) = p(λ|y)p(y)p(λ) of observation y given config-
uration. Furthermore, p(λ|y) is the probability of hyper-parameters given the score on the
objective function. TPE convert p(λ|y) into a tree-structured expression:
p(λ|y) =
{
l(λ), y < 0
g(λ), x ≥ 0
where α is the threshold dividing observations into good and bad. The percentage is usually
set to 15%, and therefore the hyper-parameters have two different distributions, l(λ) and
g(λ). Instead of directly drawing a value from l(λ), TPE uses the ratio of l(x)/g(x) to
maximize the expected improvement acquisition function:
EIα(λ) =
γαl(λ)− l(λ) ∫ α−∞ p(y)dy
γl(λ) + (1− γ)g(γ) ∝
(
γ +
g(λ)
l(λ)
(1− γ)
)−1
In summary, the workflow of TPE is as follows: draw a sample from l(x), evaluate l(x)/g(x)
with EI, and obtain the optimum value of l(x)/g(x) with the greatest EI. TPE outper-
forms the Bayesian method in dealing with conditional variables because of its tree struc-
ture (Strobl et al., 2008).
HyperOpt (Komer et al., 2014) realizes asynchronous parallelization and uses TPE to
facilitate the HPO. BOHB combined TPE with HyperBand and successfully solved the
problems of parallelization and conditional space. TPE is even more popular than the
original Bayesian method when applied to deep learning networks because it is applicable
for more data types. However, GPs still performance better when hyper-parameters have
strong interaction because TPE do not model the interactions (Bissuel, 2018).
3.2 Optimization with an Early-stopping Policy
HPO is often a time-consuming process that is computationally costly. In a realistic
scenario, it is necessary to design the HPO process with limited available resources. When
experts tune hyper-parameters by hand, they are occasionally able to use their experience
of parameters to narrow down the search space and evaluate the model during training, and
determine whether to halt the training or continue it. This is especially common for neural
networks because it takes a long time to train a model with each hyper-parameter set. An
early stopping strategy is a series of methods that mimics the behavior of AI experts to
maximize the computational-resource budget for promising hyper-parameter sets.
In addition to efficient search algorithms, a strategy to evaluate trials and determine
whether to halt them early is another active area of research. The following early-stopping
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algorithms can be applied in combination with a search algorithm or individually for both
searching and halting. The early-stopping algorithms for HPO are similar to that for neural
network training, but for neural network training, early stopping is applied to avoid over-
fitting. This allows users to terminate a trial before finishing the whole training, thereby
freeing computational resources for trials with a promising hyper-parameter set.
3.2.1 median stopping
Median stopping is the most straightforward early termination policy, adapted by struc-
tured HPO frameworks such as Google Vizier (Golovin et al., 2017), Tune (Liaw et al., 2018),
and NNI (Microsoft, 2018). It is model-free and applicable to a wide range of performance
curves. Median stopping makes a decision based on the average of primary metrics (e.g.,
accuracy or loss) reported by previous runs. A trial X is stopped at step S if the best ob-
jective value by step S is strictly worse than the median value of the running average of all
completed trials objective values reported at step S (Golovin et al., 2017). The median stop-
ping strategy is not a model, and thus no hyper-parameters need to be determined by users.
3.2.2 curve fitting
Curve fitting is an LPA (learning, predicting, assessing) algorithm (Kohavi and John,
1995; Provost et al., 1999). It is applicable in the combinations of search algorithms men-
tioned in Section 2, supported by Google Vizier and NNI. This early stopping rule makes
a prediction of the final objective value (e.g., accuracy or loss) with a performance curve
regressed from a set of completed or partially completed trials. A trial X will be halted at
step S if the prediction of the final objective value is sufficiently worse than the tolerant
value of the optimal in the trial history.
This algorithm has been commonly supported by Bayesian parametric regression (Swer-
sky et al., 2014; Golovin et al., 2017). A method is proposed (Domhan et al., 2015) that
used a weighted probability learning curve with a combination of 11 different increasing
saturated curves (Figure 13). The combination model can be expressed as:
fcomb(t|ξ) =
K∑
k=1
wkfk(t|θk)
with new combined parameter vectors
ξ = (w1, . . . , wK , θ1, . . . , θK , σ
2)
where wK is the weight for each model k, θK is the individual model parameter, and σ
2 is
the noise variance.
In general, there are three steps to determine whether to stop:
- Learning: The parameters of the curve are learned from current completed trials:
first, fit each curve with the least squares method and obtain parameter θK . Then,
filter the curve and remove outliers. Finally, adjust the weight wK for each curve
using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling method.
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Figure 13: Functions used for curve-fitting, with related hyper-parameters a = 1, b = 1,
α = 1, β = 0, κ = 1, and δ = 1 or 2.
- Predicting: Calculate the final objective value at a certain step, with the curve ob-
tained from the first step.
- Assessing: If the predictive result does not converge, the model will continue to train,
obtain further information, and make a judgment again. If the predictive result is
superior within a threshold of historical best values, the result will be retained and
training stopped; otherwise, the result will be discarded and the training stopped.
Compared with median stopping, the curve fitting method is a model with parameters.
Building the model is also a training process. When combined with search algorithms, the
predictive termination accelerates the optimization process and then finds a state-of-the-art
network. As mentioned previously, Freeze-Thaw BO can be viewed as a combination of BO
and curve fitting.
3.2.3 Successive Halving and HyperBand
This and the next subsection discusses several bandit-based algorithms with strong per-
formance in optimizing deep learning hyper-parameters. HPO in deep neural networks is
more likely to be a tradeoff between accuracy and computational resources because train-
ing a DNN is a very costly process. Successive halving (SHA) and HyperBand outperform
traditional searching algorithms without early stopping in saving resources for HPO, with
random search as a sampling method and a bandit-based early stopping policy.
SHA (Jamieson and Talwalkar, 2016) is based on multi-bandit problems (Karnin et al.,
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Figure 14: Budget allocation with successive halving (Bissuel, 2018)
2013). SHA converts HPO into a nonstochastic best-arm identification to allocate more
computational resources to more promising hyper-parameter sets. Bandit processes are a
special type of Markov Decision Process with several possible choices (Kaufmann and Gariv-
ier, 2017), and they have a long history of stochastic setting. K-armed bandit is an efficient
tool for dealing with sequential decisions over time with uncertainty (Slivkins et al., 2019)
and stopping rules based on the Gittins index theorem (Gittins, 1974).The SHA model was
built upon the multi-armed bandit formulation (Agarwal et al., 2012; Sparks et al., 2015).
The SHA algorithm can be described as follows: users need to set an initial finite bud-
get B and the number of trials n, uniformly query all hyper-parameter sets for a portion
of initial budget, evaluate the performance of all trials, drop the worse performing half,
double the budget for the remaining half, and repeat the whole pipeline until only one trial
remains (Figure 14). For training a deep learning network, the budget could be the number
of iterations or the total training time.
Compared with BO, SHA is theoretically easier to understand and more computation-
ally efficient. Instead of evaluating models when they are fully trained to convergence, SHA
evaluates the intermediate results to determine whether to terminate it. The major draw-
back of SHA is the allocation of resources. Given a certain budget, a tradeoff will occur
between total budget B and the number of trials n(the n vs. B/n” problem), which are
both decided by users in advance. With an overlarge n, each trial will be given a small
budget that may result in premature termination, while an insufficient n would not be able
to provide enough optional choices. Furthermore, too large a budget may lead to a waste
of choice, and too small a value may not promise an optimum.
HyperBand (HB) (Li et al., 2017) s an extension of SHA, mainly designed to solve the n
vs. B/n” problem by considering several possible n values with a fixed B. Similar to SHA,
it also formulates the HPO into a pure-exploration, nonstochastic, infinite-armed bandit
problem. HB has two improvements because it adds an out loop over the routine of SHA.
The first modification is on the allocation of resources B. n out loop iterates over different
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combinations of n and B, and thus different tradeoffs will occur between n and B/n. Users
must set a maximum amount of resource R that can be allocated to a single trial to de-
termine how many different combinations need to be considered. The other modification
is the proportion of the trial to be discarded η. Instead of 50%, the worst faction η−1η will
be dropped and the budget for remaining trials multiplied by η. This is another hyper-
parameter decided by users. The default value of η is 2 in SHA and 3 or 4 in HB. The
suggested value and explanation of R and η were explicitly presented in the publication
of HB (Li et al., 2017). R has a limitation based on computation or memory resources.
Because the number of combinations S is a function of R (Smax = blogn(R)c), a smaller R
usually indicates faster evaluation while a larger R gives a better guarantee of finding the
optimal configuration. The value of η can be determined by users within a specific limit. A
larger η implies a more aggressive rate for elimination and the user will receive the results
faster.
HB is easy to deploy in parallel because all trials are randomly sampled and run in-
dependently. It accelerates random search through the early stopping inherited from SHA
and a more reasonable adaptive allocation of resources. Compared with random search and
BO, HB exhibits superior accuracy with less resources, especially in the case of stochastic
gradient descent for deep neural networks. Currently, HB is involved in Tune and NNI as
part of trial scheduler for the HPO framework.
3.2.4 Asynchronous Successive Halving and Bayesian
OptimizationHyperBand
The paper on HB (Li et al., 2017) concludes by discussing potential improvements,
including distributed implements, adjustment of the convergence rate, and non-random
sampling. Methods discussed in this subsection can be viewed as extensions of HB. Asyn-
chronous SHA (ASHA) (Li et al., 2018) proposes an enhanced distribution scheme for
parallelizing HB and avoids straggler issues during elimination. As mentioned previously,
Bayesian OptimizationHyperBand (BOHB) (Falkner et al., 2018) is a combination of BO
and HB, and introduces a guided sampling method instead of simple random search (Table
2).
ASHA modifies the original HB by improving the efficiency of asynchronous paralleliza-
tion. It has similar performance to HB in sequential setting or small-scale distribution.
For large-scale parallelization, ASHA exceeds most state-of-the-art HPO methods. The
computational resources are automatically allocated by ASHA, and thus there are no extra
hyper-parameters for users compared with HB. The currently published ASHA is still an
incomplete version, and it is incorporated into Tune as a trial scheduler.
HB is successful in allocating trials and resources but limited by random sampling,
especially in the final few steps for HPO. Random search is effective in the early stage of
sampling, but ineffective when approaching the optimum configuration. Several approaches
combining BO and HB have been proposed in recent years (Bertrand et al., 2017; Falkner
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018), to solve the native problem with HB. Among them, BOHB
is the most widely applied as it is the only open-source one. The choice of budgets and
schedule of trials are inherited from the original HB. The BO part closely resembles the
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SHA HB BOHB ASHA
Discard ratio half adjusted by user (1/3) adjusted by user adjusted by user
B vs n one choice several combinations several combinations several combinations
Sampling random random TPE random
Parallelization synchronous synchronous synchronous asynchronous
Scalability small scale small scale small scale large scale
Time 2015 2018 2018 2018
Table 2: Comparison between bandit-based algorithms
Figure 15: Comparison between BOHB and HyperBand with different budgets (Bissuel,
2018)
TPE method (Bergstra et al., 2011) with a single multidimensional Kernel Density Estima-
tion (KDE). Compared with the hierarchy of one-dimensional KDEs used in the original
TPE, the improved version can better handle interaction effects. BOHB achieves quick
convergence to the best hyper-parameter set with Bayesian methods, and the feasibility of
parallelization with HB.
Advantages inherited from HB include budget control, the ability to check performance
at any time, computational efficiency in the early stage of tuning, and most crucially
scalability. The involvement of BO ensures strong final performance, robustness, and com-
putational efficiency in the later stage of tuning. The empirical performance of BOHB
demonstrates state-of-the-art results over a wide range of HPO tasks, including Bayesian
neural networks, reinforcement learning agents, and convolutional networks. From the re-
sults shown in Figure 15, BOHB can be noticed to mainly benefit from the strategy of HB
if given a limited budget, and both exhibit 20-times acceleration over random search. How-
ever, with more sufficient budgets, BOHB outperforms HB because of the guided sampling
strategy with the Bayesian method, exhibiting 55-times acceleration over random search.
The original open-source version is HpBandSter on GitHub. In general, BOHB is a robust
and computationally effective HPO method that is easy to apply in multiple units.
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The major shortcoming of BOHB lies in the setting of budgets. Automatic adaption of
budgets may solve the problem especially for users with less experience. The application of
BOHB requires users to have some experience. In some extreme cases, either BO or the trail
schedule borrowed from HB could be a drawback for efficient searching. Compared with ran-
dom search, Bayesian methods may take longer to escape the local optimum (Biedenkapp,
2018). Another downside is inherited from bandit-based methods: users must define a
proper budget that matches the required accuracy, but this is not an easy task because it
needs sufficient experience of these algorithms. If a smaller budget is too noisy to make any
decision on the model performance, adjustments to the budget plan are necessary, which
is a time-consuming process. For this reason, BOHB could be several times slower than
vanilla TPE, and the rate is influenced by the n vs. B/n” problem. Setting a small budget
is risky if one is not fully familiar with the training process or tuning algorithms. When the
downside of bandit-based methods encounters the trap in the local optimum, BOHB may
be less efficient compared with other optimization methods; however, this only happens in
some extreme cases.
3.2.5 Population-Based Training
Population-based methods are essentially series of random search methods based on
genetic algorithms (Shiffman et al., 2012), such as evolutionary algorithms (Simon, 2013;
Orive et al., 2014), particle swarm optimization (Eberhart and Shi, 1998; Lorenzo et al.,
2017), and covariance matrix adaption evolutionary strategy (Hansen, 2016). The most
important parts of genetic algorithms are initialization (random creation of a population),
selection (evaluation of the current population and selection of parents), and reproduction
(creation of the next generation). One of the most widely used population-based methods
is population-based training (PBT) (Jaderberg et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019) proposed by
DeepMind. PBT is a conceptually simple but computationally effective method. It is a
unique method in two aspects: it allows for adaptive hyper-parameters during training and
it combines parallel search and sequential optimization. These features make PBT espe-
cially suitable for HPO in deep learning networks.
The process of PBT can be simply described as being similar to generic algorithms. First,
a population of trials with different hyper-parameter settings is initialized (Figure 16). The
size of the population is determined by the user (2040 has been suggested in a publication)
and all neural networks are trained in parallel. Then, for every m iterations, all models are
evaluated with a certain metric, which could be loss or median accuracy. The paralleliza-
tion is inherited from traditional genetic algorithms. Finally, each trial uses the information
from the rest of the population to update the hyper-parameters through exploitation and
exploration; their balance is similar to the concepts of hand tuning and BO. Exploitation
of the best configuration is defined by replacing the current weights with weights that have
the best performance. This process is similar to inheritance and crossover in genetic al-
gorithms. Exploration is ensured by the random perturbation of hyper-parameters with a
noise defined by the user. This process is similar to mutation in generic algorithms, and
the noise can also be described as the mutation rate. Exploitation and exploration are
performed periodically, and training will continue with the described steps.
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Figure 16: PBT as a combination of sequential and parallel optimization (Jaderberg et al.,
2017)
PBT provides a way to involve HPO in regular training, using a warm start instead
of waiting for convergence. This is meaningful for large models, such as the training for
a generative adversarial network (GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) and a transformer net-
work (Vaswani et al., 2017). It takes a long time to train these large models to convergence.
In this case, PBT will be far more effective than the abovementioned HPO methods, and
it is the only algorithm using transformer as a show case to prove its effectiveness. For the
optimization of adaptive hyper-parameters (e.g., LR), it is unnecessary for users to decide
whether to use linear decay or exponential decay because PBT will change the values of all
hyper-parameters periodically.
There are still some drawbacks to be explored in the future. For example, this method
is not theoretically proven to obtain the optimal hyper-parameter set. It is convincing that
PBT provides the best configuration with current computational resources, but whether
it is the optimum configuration is still open to discussion. Another problem is the com-
paratively easy strategy for exploitation and exploration. PBT is still not extendable to
advanced evolution and mutation decisions. In addition, the definition of hyper-parameters
and the changes made to the computation graph are complicated.
Algorithms can be viewed as theories supporting HPO. For practical application, users
always need to decide which hyper-parameters take into consideration, the way to apply
the search algorithms and the process to train deep learning models. In this case, a tool is
necessary to conduct these configurations.
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4. Toolkits for Hyper-parameter Optimization
Hyper-parameter training is a time-consuming process, especially for deep learning net-
works. It may take decades of GPU days to finish the whole process because training a
single neural network to convergence will take a whole day. A toolkit for HPO builds a
bridge between network training and hyper-parameter tuning. The combination of tuning
algorithm, scheduler for trials, and compatibility with major deep learning toolkits expe-
dites the optimization process and lowers the threshold for research & development.
This section provides a general comparison of contemporary open source toolkits and
services, and discusses the most integrated ones in detail. The frameworks are assessed
by their ability to handle resources, support state-of-the-art optimization algorithms, and
schedule for trials.
4.1 Overview
Generally, there are two types of toolkits for HPO: open source tools and services that
rely on cloud computing resources, and each of which are described in this subsection.
Multiple open-source libraries have been created to cater to the demand for different
tasks in automatic model design, including model construction, feature engineering, and
HPO. Some of them were designed for the application of the proposed algorithm. For ex-
ample, HyperOpt is specifically designed for asynchronous BO (TPE) based on Gaussian
processes and regression trees. HpBandSter features in the implementation of BOHB, al-
though it also provides random search and HB. Xcessive outperforms other libraries with
an interactive graphical user interface (GUI) that is beginner-friendly. Users are able to
manage the training, optimization, and evaluation of models through the GUI. However,
Xcessive only supports automated hyper-parameter search through Bayesian methods, and
it is also inconvenient for training deep learning networks. Scikit-Optimize is a compre-
hensive library cited by many later frameworks. It contains Bayesian methods, random
search, random forest, and some other reliable optimization algorithms. All aforementioned
methods have downsides in common: their implementation on search algorithms, their sup-
port for deep learning training frameworks, and their application schedule for trials. These
inhibit efficient search for hyper-parameters for deep neural networks.
In addition, Google Cloud and Amazon Web Services (AWS) provide model selection
and HPO. These services are supported by massive computational resources, applicable for
thousands of parallel training processes and evaluations. However, they are a closed-source
infrastructure and users must pay for the service.
The tools for HPO are designed to satisfy the following considerations: ease of use, state
of the art, availability, scalability, and flexibility (Golovin et al., 2017). Table 3 displays a
general comparison of the open source tools and services in regard to the abovementioned
considerations. More details are discussed in the following subsections.
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Vizier & Sagemaker NNI & Tune
Ease to use
Almost no configuration by users
- Friendly to starters with simple
workflow
- Straightforward GUI for both task
management and result visualization
- Error correcting capability
- Need minimal configuration
by users
- Preliminary knowledge on model
training
- Visualization with Tensorboard
Scalability
- Very high with the support of
cloud service
- Usually deployed on several units
State-of-the-art
- Support classical search algorithms
- Some early stopping methods
- Transfer learning
- Support almost all SOTA algorithms
- Not support transfer or meta
learning
Availability - Need to pay for the convenience - Open sourced and free
Flexibility
- Extendable search algorithm
- Closed sourced in infrastructure
- Able to modify everything
- High flexibility for experienced users
Table 3: Comparison between closed-source services and open-source toolkits
Figure 17: Architecture of Google Vizier (Golovin et al., 2017)
4.2 Google Vizier
Google Vizier (Golovin et al., 2017) is a scalable service instead of a library for black-box
optimization based on Googles Cloud Machine Learning subsystem. The most prominent
advantage is its ease of use. With the service, users only need to choose an involved search
algorithm and submit a configuration file, and then they will be provided with a suggested
hyper-parameter set. All other setup tasks have been conducted by Google Vizier, such
as the deployment of the system, management of computational resources and memory,
and scheduling of trials. The simple client workflow and minimal configuration make it
especially friendly for starters (Figure 17), while for experienced users it also allows them
to customize their algorithm with the algorithm playground. Although Google Vizier is
closed-source in infrastructure, it is easy to change or design new algorithms for HPO.
Another advantage over open-source libraries is the very high scalability. Google Vizier
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is scalable to millions of experiments and billions of trials with different hyper-parameter
sets. All jobs are partitioned across Google data centers and processed by Googles load-
balancing infrastructure. The whole system with a strong error-correcting ability will
pause a trial if it fails and prevent it from affecting the stability of the whole job.
A third benefit is the implementation of transfer learning, which helps users to accelerate
their tuning processes but rarely implemented in an open-source library. This strategy, built
with GP regression, is based on previous jobs submitted by millions of users. Instead of
trained from scratch, the model submitted by user will be fine-tuned with provided dataset.
Transfer learning is often more valuable for deep learning networks because it is expensive
to train.
In addition, Google Vizier provides a benchmarking suite to measure the efficiency of
algorithms with performance-over-time metrics.
Additional reason to choose Vizier is the GUI, which is applicable for both monitor-
ing the status and changing the setting for an experiment. There is almost no technical
threshold for common users because they are not even required command lines to create an
experiment or request a new suggestion.
Vizier does not outperform in search algorithms and early stopping strategies. Similar
to most open-source libraries, Google Vizier supports float, integer, discrete, and categori-
cal parameters at a logarithmic scale. Grid and random search are involved, while batched
Gaussian process bandit optimization (Desautels et al., 2014) is the default mode for most
scenarios. Mate´rn kernel with an automatic relevance determination (Rasmussen, 2003)
and expected improvement acquisition function (Mockus et al., 1978) are applied. The
early stopping algorithms are Curve Stopping Rule (refer to 4.2.2) and Median Stopping
Rule (refer to 4.2.1). In a recent study by DeepMind (Li et al., 2019), Vizier was imple-
mented with a PBT framework. This work indicated the feasibility of implementing new
optimization algorithms in Vizier, and the support of Viziers infrastructure was helpful
in accelerating the tuning process. The suggested search algorithm and default values for
hyper-parameters makes it friendlier for users with less experience, whereas with most open-
source frameworks users must make decisions based upon their own experience.
In general, Vizier is a forerunner of a comprehensive HPO service. The key design goal
is the significant reduction of setup efforts. As a beginner in hyper-parameter tuning, one
can start and monitor an experiment with the dashboard, suggested with an efficient search
algorithm and early stopping strategy, use the allocation of Google Cloud, and finally check
the results on the UI. Very little effort is required if one is willing to use the default set-
tings provided by Vizier. Advanced users are able to replace the algorithm with their own
design, but they may still perceive a lack of flexibility. All in all, if deploying a framework
and setting up an experiment generate no problems, one may not deem paying for these
features to be worthwhile.
Advisor is an open-source version of Google Vizier (adv, 2018) that attempts to realize
all of Viziers features without the support of Google Cloud. Grid search, random search,
and BO are also supported in Advisor, as are early stop algorithms. Advisor even realizes
an interactive GUI, allowing users to easily start and stop an experiment. However, the
open-source version will never reproduce the extremely high scalability of Vizier because it
is limited by the availability of computational resources.
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Figure 18: Structure of Neural Network Intelligence (Microsoft, 2018)
4.3 Automatic model tuning in Amazon SageMaker
Automatic model tuning is a module of Amazon SageMaker, a machine learning en-
vironment for simplifying the process of model building and deployment. As a service, it
is similar to Google Vizier with the support of Amazon Web Services (AWS). The most
attractive feature is also its ease-to-use: only a model and related training data are required
for a HPO task. It supports optimization for complex models and datasets with parallelism
on a large scale. The involvement of Jupyter simplifies the configuration for optimization
and visualization of results. The HPO process and status of trials can be viewed with the
Amazon Sagemaker console, which supports early stop and warm start. Search algorithms
are limited to random search and BO, but users are provided with enough freedom to add
their own algorithms. Amazon SageMakers automatic model tuning shares most of the
advantages and limits of Google Vizier because both of them are cloud-based services. The
major difference is that Amazon SageMaker, as a fully managed service, integrates every
step of training a neutral network; HPO is just a module of this service. It is not necessary
to switch to different tools to build, train, and tune a model.
4.4 Neural Network Intelligence
Neural Network Intelligence (NNI) is an open-source toolkit for both automated ma-
chine learning (AutoML) and HPO released by Microsoft. Compared with the abovemen-
tioned closed-source services, NNI provides not only a framework to train a model and tune
hyper-parameters but also more freedom for customization (Figure 18). This toolkit can
be deployed in different environments such as local machines, remote servers, and Dock-
ers. The support from Microsoft provides promising maintenance and update potential. In
general, it is more suitable for researchers with some knowledge of machine learning if they
are willing to (a) perform the deployment job by themselves; (b) test more algorithms or
networks in a different environment; and (c) involve HPO or AutoML in the NNI platform.
This section discusses the main advantages and drawbacks of NNI. NNI implements
more search algorithms than Google Vizier and SageMaker, and provides an extensible in-
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terface to write a new algorithm. In NNI, all algorithms related to HPO are generally
called Tuners or Advisors, and Assessors contain two early stopping algorithms. Actually,
there are two groups of algorithms. Tuner is similar to search algorithms, as mentioned
in Section 4.1, including grid search, random search, TPE, and their variants. The other
group refers to the schedulers mentioned in Section 4.2, including HB and BOHB. Almost
all state-of-the-art algorithms (except PBT) are built into NNI. If a user wishes to explore
the efficiency of different algorithms, NNI is a convenient choice. Tuners can be applied in
combination with Assessors. Advisors already have their own early stopping strategy, and
thus Assessors are not applicable. All configurations for Tuners, Assessors, and Advisors
are set in the config.yml file.
In addition, NNI is designed with high extensibility. As well as the built-in Tuners and
Assessors, researchers can test new self-designed algorithms. They only need to inherit the
base Tuner/Assessor, implement related functions, and configure the new algorithm into
the config.yml file.
NNI is able to be deployed in all kinds of infrastructure, including local machines, re-
mote servers, and Kubernetes-based Dockers. It is extensible to implement more machine
learning frameworks, both by users and developers of NNI. In addition, NNI is compati-
ble with most popular deep learning frameworks and libraries, including PyTorch, Keras,
TensorFlow, MXNet, Scikit-learn, and XGBoost. There are also extensible points for new
platforms in NNI.
When an HPO experiment is initialized, its process and intermediate results can be
monitored through a visualization interface named Web UI (Figure 19). Web UI displays
almost all information in need of AutoML and HPO, including the status of the experiment
and each trial, search space and configuration information, log, intermediate results, plots
between metrics and hyper-parameters, plots showing relations between hyper-parameters,
and comparisons between different trials. TensorBoard and TensorBoardX are also compat-
ible with NNI. Compared with Web UI, plots are created by command lines in TensorBoard,
which is more flexible but also requires more knowledge.
Documents and examples are helpful for starters. Examples for all search algorithms,
frameworks, and hardware platforms are prepared to lower the technical threshold. NNIs
developers are still working on the implementation of more algorithms and platforms, which
guarantees that it will be updated for SOTA development in AutoML.
However, NNI still has some downsides. Most AutoML/HPO tools are designed for a
specific algorithm (e.g., TPE) or certain tasks (e.g., image classification). The advantage is
that users only need to provide labeled data, and then the model training will be performed
by tools. The complexity of the model is wrapped up using HPO tools, and therefore knowl-
edge for model training is not a must. Compared with most existing tools and services, NNI
is universal for all training and optimization tasks, with any machine learning framework
on any platform. This is definitely an advantage, but could be a drawback for beginners
because model training experience is a prerequisite.
Furthermore, the function of Web UI could be extended. Compared with Google Vizier,
NNI only displays the status and results of experiments with no interactive function. Nei-
ther the hyper-parameter setting, choice of algorithm, or configuration of resources can be
adjusted from Web UI.
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Figure 19: Example of Web UI for NNI
A third problem lies in debug information. Specifically, the debugging process could be
more straightforward. Users may need more details in the log file, especially when the NNI
manager or dispatcher fails.
NNI supports almost all cutting-edge search algorithms except for population-based
algorithms. PBT is quite a unique algorithm in its combination of the process of hyper-
parameter tuning and model training. It is especially efficient for models on a very large
scale.
4.5 Ray.Tune: An open-source toolkit for hyper-parameter search
Ray.Tune is a library of Ray developed by Berkeley RISELab. As a distributed frame-
work for model training, Ray guarantees the efficient allocation of computational resources.
Most searching methods implemented in Tune can be realized in parallel. As an open-source
framework, Tune shares similarities with NNI in many applications, but there are also some
major differences (Table 4), which are listed as follows:
- NNI is a toolkit for both AutoML and HPO, whereas Tune is a library as a part of
Ray only supporting hyper-parameter tuning.
- Currently, Tune is not applicable for Kubernetes-based Dockers.
- Tune support PBT, which is a great advantage over NNI.
- Tune implements most search algorithms by importing existing libraries (e.g., BayesOpt
and HyperOpt), whereas the developers of NNI rewrite most of them. Therefore, users
may need to install the relevant package when using a certain algorithm.
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NNI Tune
Application
Toolkit for AutoML , HPO
and model compression
Only for HPO
Deployment Local, remote and Dockers Local and remote
Algorithm
Support almost all SOTA algorithms
except PBT
Support almost all SOTA algorithms
including PBT
Implementation
By rewriting the algorithm
in format of NNI
By importing existing libraries
with the interface if Tune
Start
an Experiment
Import NNI+ config. file
+ search space file
Define a trainable class
+ tune.run function
Modification on
original code
Less. By adding individual files More. By build a trainable class
Visualization
Web UI and TensorBoard
(TensorBoardX)
TensorBoard
(TensorBoardX)
Table 4: Comparison between closed-source services and open-source toolkits
- To start an experiment, users must define a trainable class and all configurations are
set in a tune.run function. Thus, users need to make more modifications to their
original version compared with NNI, but it is not necessary to prepare individual files
for configuration or search space.
- Results can be visualized using TensorBoard for both NNI and Tune. Nevertheless,
NNI outperforms Tune in the design of Web UI, which is easier to use.
Tune and NNI also have advantages in common, which are as follows:
- Ease of deployment: Compared to closed-source services, users need to deploy the
framework by their own, but both Tune and NNI can be deployed with only one line
of command.
- Scalability: Both of them perform parallel tuning on multi computation units or
servers. Users just need to add a few lines in their original code or in a certain file.
- Support: Support for more state-of-the-art hyper-parameter searching and early stop-
ping algorithms compared with Google Vizier and SageMaker.
- Tune implements most search algorithms by importing existing libraries (e.g., BayesOpt
and HyperOpt), whereas the developers of NNI rewrite most of them. Therefore, users
may need to install the relevant package when using a certain algorithm.
- Open source implies flexibility: Both provide extensible interfaces for algorithms,
allowing users to implement new ones. Furthermore, open source implies the lack of
the need to pay for all of these features.
However, Tune and NNI also share some drawbacks. They are indeed easy to use as a
comprehensive HPO framework, but not as convenient as closed-source toolkits supported
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by web services. Users cannot avoid deployment and configuration work, and they can-
not expect to run thousands of trials simultaneously because of the limitation of resources.
Moreover, neither has an interactive GUI; users must use command lines to start adjusting
an HPO experiment.
Nevertheless, Tune and NNI are still the most convenient toolkits for hyper-parameter
training. In general, they are more suitable for developers with some experience of model
training.
5. Discussion and Extensions
This section concludes the paper with a discussion on the comparison between algo-
rithms (Section 5.1) and evaluations of HPO (Section 5.2).
The concept of HPO has a history of over 20 years (Kohavi and John, 1995), and it is
a widely used mature technique. In the last few years, with the prosperous development of
deep learning, automatic HPO has also become a potential tool to adjust a model for certain
applications. Given the scale of deep learning models and their set of hyper-parameters,
the key challenges concerning automatic HPO are as follows:
- Many classical search algorithms (e.g., grid search, random search, and Bayesian meth-
ods) have become infeasible because of the large number of hyper-parameters and
complex configuration space.
- Evaluation of models with a certain structure or certain choice of hyper-parameters
could be extremely expensive.
- Parallelism will dramatically reduce the total training time. It is a must for HPO
tasks, especially for deep models.
- All in all, computational efficiency is extremely crucial.
5.1 Comparability between different algorithms
This section makes a brief comparison between major algorithms, including their ad-
vantages for saving computational resources, disadvantages in accuracy and efficiency, and
their applicability (Table 5).
- Efforts made by algorithms to save computational resources
Random search: For deep neural networks, the most important feature of random search
is computational parallelism. In addition, it is easy to combine with early stopping strate-
gies, and such combination will largely improve the efficiency for narrowing down the search
space.
BO: This is the classical method for optimization addressing the experience of prior
search. It is a guided search method with surrogate model and acquisition functions, bal-
ancing the exploration and exploitation processes. Bayesian optimization and its variants
are the most reliable and convincing methods for optimization. Many recent studies have
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Advantage Disadvantage
Applicability
for DNN
Grid
Search
- Simple
- Parallelism
- curse of dimensionality
- Applicable if only a
few HPs to tune
Random
search
- Parallelism
- Easy to combine with
early stopping methods
- Low efficiency
- Cannot promise an
optimum
- Convenient for early
stage
Bayesian
optimization
- Reliable and promising
- Foundation of many
other algorithms
- Difficult for parallelism
- Conceptually complex
- Default algorithm for
tools
- Variants of BO could be
more applicable (TPE)
Multi-bandit
methods
- Conceptually simple
- Computationally efficient
- Balance between budget
and number of trials
- Could be a default
choice
- Implemented by open-
sourced libraries.
PBT
methods
- Combine HPO and model
training
- Parallelism
- Constant changes to
computation graph
- Not extendable to
advanced evolution
- For computationally
expensive models
Table 5: Comparison between major HPO algorithms
been conducted to fit this method into the HPO task for deep neural networks.
Multi-armed bandit algorithms: These are actually a series of algorithms based on the
non-stochastic infinite-armed bandit problem, including SHA, HB, BOHB, and ASHA. They
are different from the abovementioned search algorithms because they introduce an early
stopping method to balance the performance and training time. The core schedule for trials
is the same for these algorithms: first assign all trials a given initial budget, remove the
worse half or a certain percentage, adjust the budget for the remaining trials according to
the drop percentage, and repeat until only one trial is left. Trials with poor performance
will be terminated halfway instead of trained to convergence to save computation time.
These algorithms are more computationally efficient for dealing with increasingly complex
models and increasing data size for deep learning networks. Furthermore, they are easy to
deploy in parallel.
PBT: This is unique in that it combines hyper-parameter tuning and model trainings.
It is a hybrid of random search (parallel optimization) and hand tuning (sequential opti-
mization). PBT starts with several networks trained in parallel, drops trials with the worst
performance, and adapts the model by refining hyper-parameters with a certain ratio and
inheriting them from the model with good performance. With PBT, a model is trained to
have nonstationary hyper-parameters at different stages, with warm start instead of waiting
to convergence. Among all the algorithms and schedules, PBT is the most efficient because
the parameters and hyper-parameters are trained simultaneously.
- In the meantime, every method has its shortcomings when applied in deep neural net-
works.
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Grid search: The number of function evaluations grows exponentially with dimension-
ality and search space. Grid search will quickly become infeasible if the hyper-parameters
cannot be limited in a very narrow range.
Random search: Low efficiency occurs, especially when the performance is close to the
optimum. Random search only guarantees better results with more resources; it cannot
promise to obtain the optimal results, which is consistent with the Monte Carlo method.
BO: The most fatal drawback of the Bayesian method is its deployment in a distributed
system. As mentioned previously, parallelism is especially necessary for deep learning, while
the feature of borrowing ideas from precious results prevent Bayesian method from direct
parallelization. Many recent developments have solved this problem, but it is still not as
natural as random search. The conceptual complexity makes the application or improve-
ment of this algorithm challenging.
Multi-armed bandit algorithms: These have their native shortcomings in sampling, but
such problems are gradually overcome with the evolution of algorithms. SHA must deal
with the tradeoff between budget and number of trials, and drops half every time; HB fixes
the first problem by testing several combinations of budgets and trial numbers, and users
can determine the scale to drop; and BOHB replaces random search in HB with BO, thereby
ensuring both strong anytime performance with early stopping and strong final performance
with guided search algorithms. ASHA improves the distributed implementations, and trials
can be deployed asynchronously as soon as machines free up. Another unsolved problem is
the design of budgets, which is a tricky task in need of user experience of network training
and model tuning.
The limitation of PBT lies in the constant changes made to the computation graph. If
the model is trained with a pre-defined graph, this process could be complicated. Users
can never obtain the best hyper-parameter set or a constant value for any hyper-parameter,
because neither of them will be stationary during training. The evolutional algorithm is
comparatively simple for the original version of PBT; however, it is not quite extendable to
advanced evolutional decisions.
- Applicable for deep learning networks?
Grid search: Theoretically, grid search is not a good method unless only a few hyper-
parameters within a narrow spectrum are searched. However, it is still quite popular in
practical terms because users tend to narrow down the search space with their knowledge
of some hyper-parameters, such as LR. In this case, only several potential values must be
tested. In a recent study, the structural parameters determining the width and depth of
EfficientNet were achieved using the grid search method (Tan and Le, 2019), which indi-
cated the applicability of this straightforward method.
Random search: Random search is convenient to use for early stages of HPO, especially
when combined with an early stopping strategy. When users have no experience in hyper-
parameters, they need to narrow down the search space at the first step. The combination
of random search and early stopping is efficient in this case because it will explore the whole
search space with similar cost to more complicated algorithms. When the search space is
narrowed down, random search is not the best choice for a nonguided method.
BO: Many improved versions have been made based on the vanilla BO method for deep
neural networks, mainly in the parallelism and configuration spaces. One of the most pop-
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ular variants is TPE, which is suitable for conditional hyper-parameters and natural for
parallelization. It is applied in hyper-parameter tuning for convolutional neural networks
and neural language modeling. BO and its variants are implemented in almost every auto-
tuning framework, and it is the default search algorithm for Google Vizier and Sagemaker.
This indicates that BO is still an active research area for HPO.
Multi-armed bandit algorithms: These could be a default choice for deep neural net-
works because of their efficiency in computational resources. For a massive parallel system,
ASHA outperforms most SOTA algorithms for both language processing and model classi-
fication models. In sequential systems and distributed systems with decades of computing
units, BOHB could be the first choice for tuning most neural networks and reinforcement
learning algorithms because of its efficiency and accuracy. Multi-armed bandit algorithms
are implemented in both NNI and Tune.
PBT: This is suitable for computationally expensive models (e.g., generative adversarial
networks and transformers) and nonstationary hyper-parameters (e.g., LR). With tradi-
tional search algorithms, a model is trained to convergence with different hyper-parameter
sets, and then the set with the best performance is chosen. This process could be extremely
expensive for large models or large datasets, and PBT is efficient in this case because the
hyper-parameters are tuned during training. For nonstationary hyper-parameters, PBT
makes a schedule rather than a certain value for them, which is more practical than hand
tuning or a man-made schedule.
5.2 Evaluation of results
The previous section mainly discussed the search algorithms for hyper-parameter sets,
as well as their feasibility and efficiency. For a large model, the evaluation method could be
more critical for saving computation time for unnecessary training because training is usu-
ally much more time-consuming compared with the sampling process. An ideal evaluator
is supposed be fast, accurate, and simple. However, the choice of evaluation is actually to
seek a balance between accuracy and speed (Figure 20). In case of deep neural networks,
the less time spent on training, the lower accuracy and higher variance there will be.
In the following paragraphs, we review several widely used methods and relevant algo-
rithms for coping with the acceleration of evaluation. The most straightforward and widely
used method is a direct evaluation on the target dataset. The direct method is used to
evaluate hyper-parameter sets by training a corresponding model to convergence and com-
paring the loss or accuracy between models. This method is inefficient as it usually takes
a long time between two samplings, but it is without doubt the most accurate method.
Most users with limited resources cannot afford its expensive time costs, and thus faster
methods have been proposed. The most straightforward idea is to decrease the fidelity to
trade evaluation time (March and Willcox, 2012; Ferna´ndez-Godino et al., 2016).
Furthermore, subsampling has been adapted to deal with time consumption caused by
a large training dataset. With this method, the model is trained with a subset of original
training data. However, different datasets tend to have different hyper-parameter choices
for optimum performance (Kohavi and John, 1995); therefore, subsampling is risky in terms
of the potential to introduce more noise and uncertainty. A smaller dataset will acceler-
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Figure 20: Example of Web UI for NNI
ate the whole process, and the size of the subset must be carefully determined to ensure
accuracy. The direct application of a small dataset would definitely generate bias and low
fidelity. To solve the problem posed by a small data subset, a transfer series expansion
method was proposed on hyper-parameter tuning tasks to accelerate the evaluation with a
combination of a set of predictors (Hu et al., 2019).
In addition, an early stopping strategy saves training time, as was discussed in Section
6. With an early stopping strategy, the whole training process is divided into sections.
At each checkpoint, the model with a performance worse than a certain standard will be
terminated. As previously mentioned, median stopping and curve-fitting are typical early
stopping methods that can be applied in combination with random search and Bayesian
methods among other. Multi-bandit-based algorithms and population-based algorithms are
essentially early stopping with different methods for determining checkpoints and judge-
ment criteria. They save training time by terminating poor models halfway, while it is still
possible that a models performance is worse during the early stage but improves more than
remaining ones with more training do. In this case, the model is killed too early to be good.
Early stopping is the most common method used to save resources, and it is implemented
in most AutoML frameworks.
Transfer learning uses knowledge from previous learning tasks to improve the learning
or save resources on a target task (Pan and Yang, 2009). The target model is supposed to
have a similar structure to the source model (Vanschoren, 2018; Yosinski et al., 2014); thus,
transfer learning is especially feasible for hyper-parameter tuning. Parameter reuse is the
most straightforward application of transfer learning in hyper-parameter tuning. The model
is initialized with parameters inherited from similar configurations, and is then fine-tuned
for further improvement in performance (Yosinski et al., 2014). Parameters inherited from
similar evaluated configurations could be a feasible initial value to save training time (Ben-
gio et al., 2007). The noise introduced by transfer learning is not as predictable as that
introduced by subsampling and early stopping. The model could be trapped in different
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local optima from different initializations, whereas a well-designed initialization performs
better with a similar training process (Sutskever et al., 2013). Transfer learning has been
approved to be workable for tasks with large image datasets, such as ImageNet (Sharif Raza-
vian et al., 2014). Furthermore, transfer learning is supported by Google Vizier to accelerate
the study of warm starting the model training with useful information from relevant stud-
ies (Yogatama and Mann, 2014). For a service based on Google Cloud, it is possible to
borrow results from other users experiments; however, most open-source AutoML frame-
works have not implemented a transfer learning module.
Meta learning is also applicable for directly predicting performance of a given model
with certain hyper-parameter configurations, by building a surrogate model with previous
configurations (Eggensperger et al., 2015; Baker et al., 2017). Surrogate models are approx-
imations for making a functional relationship between available data and different types of
fidelities (Ferna´ndez-Godino et al., 2016). n early works, linear regression was the most
common surrogate model (Bensusan and Kalousis, 2001). With the development of com-
putational resources, more expensive models have also been developed. The curve-fitting
method (Domhan et al., 2015) discussed in subsection 5.2.2 predicted the accuracy with a
weighted linear combination. In addition to the most straightforward linear regression, other
machine learning algorithms have also been applied as a surrogate model. Guerra made
the prediction using support vector machines (Guerra et al., 2008); Klein used Bayesian
neural networks to build the surrogate model (Klein et al., 2016); and Davis the MultiLayer
Perceptron to predict the performance of the model with a specific configuration (Davis
and Giraud-Carrier, 2018). This method is especially suitable for HPO among all AutoML
tasks because it is easy to use for quantification (Yao et al., 2018). The choice of surrogate
model may introduce bias because it determines the accuracy for prediction. The accuracy
of a surrogate model is influenced by sampling points available for model construction and
the accuracy of sampling data (Simpson et al., 2001).
6. Conclusion
This study is motivated by the increasing application of deep neural networks. In this
paper, we provided a systematic review on HPO approaches, especially on neural networks.
The research began with the introduction of important hyper-parameters for training and
structure, and then extended to state-of-the-art search algorithms and schedulers for auto-
mated HPO. In addition to outlining related algorithms, we covered services and open-source
frameworks, including their pros and cons and applications. Comparisons of algorithms and
evaluation methods were further discussed in terms of their feasibility for large models and
their consumption of computational resources. This study is dedicated to summarizing in-
formation on HPO as a reference for researchers and industrial users.
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